CHAPTER XXIII
PROCEDURE FOR OBTAINING ADMISSIONS

NoTICE TO AnMiT ExiSTENCE OF FACTS
England and several American jurisdictions provide a
special procedure by which either party may call upon
his adversary to admit, for purposes of the trial only,
the existence of facts. The penalty for unjust refusal
to admit is the cost of proving the items concerning which
admissions were asked and refused. A chief reason for
the adoption of this procedure in England is that written
interrogatories have proved a somewhat inadequate
means of discovery before trial, and have proved burden
some upon the parties and the court. One of the attrac
tions of this special admission procedure is that it is
extra-judicial in its operation. Massachusetts judges
have encouraged use of the device for the express pur
pose of relieving themselves of a part of the administra
tive burden in connection with interrogatories. A Boston
judge instructed the members of the bar who practiced
before him that he would not allow interrogatories in the
event the same result could be obtained by notices to
admit. The following quotation from Kekewich, J., indi
cates the use of the procedure in England and its relation
to other pre-trial devices : ' ' The modern practice of
exacting particulars and admission of facts not really
in dispute, added to the large means of discovery by dis
closure of documents and, where occasion requires it,
inspection of premises or machinery, has rendered un
necessary and inconvenient interrogatories of the ancient
type which were always open to objection. My practice
is to decline applications for leave to administer inter194

.
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rogatories where the object is to demand admission of
fact alleged by the interrogating party, and denied or not
admitted by the opponent, or to obtain information which
may equally well be supplied by particulars. As regards
admissions of fact, it is often urged, as it was here, that
a litigant will hestitate to state on oath what he will
without hesitation state in pleadings, and that there is
difficulty in otherwise obtaining admission of facts, even
though not really in dispute ; and it is further urged that
an admission by an affidavit in answer to interrogatories
is useful in limiting the issues to be tried, and therefore
in reducing the time occupied by the trial and the costs.
I recognize the importance of this in the abstract ; but
practically I find that the interrogated party seldom
makes such clean admissions as secure the advantages
aimed at, and, failing that, little if anything is gained.
As regards facts not really in dispute, I believe that the
power of requiring admissions is not sufficiently used.
If parties insist, as they generally do, on asking 'their
opponents to admit facts, dates and events about which
there is room for doubt or argument, of course the en
deavor to obtain admissions breaks down ; but if the
demand is limited to facts not really in dispute, that is,
which can be admitted cleanly, or subject to some simple
qualifications, I find that it is generally acceded to, and
the power which the court has of throwing the costs on
any one who has increased them by declining reasonable
admissions is not forgotten. ' '

1

The notice to admit facts is employed in England,
Massachusetts, Michigan, New York, New Jersey and
Wisconsin. The English provision is as follows :
' ' Any party may, by notice in writing, at any time not
later than nine days before the day for which notice of
trial has been given, call on any other party to admit,
for the pull>oses of the cause, matter,

1 Clarke v.

Clarke (1899) 34 w. N. 130, 131.

or issue only; any
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specific fact or facts mentioned in such notice. And in
�se of refusal or neglect to admit the same within six
days after service of such notice, or within such further
time as may be allowed by the court or a judge, the costs
of proving such fact or facts shall be paid by the party
so neglecting or refusing, whatever the result of the
cause, matter, or issue may be, unless at the trial or hear
ing the court or a judge certify that the refusal to admit
was reasonable, or unless the court or a judge shall at
any time otherwise order or direct. Provided, that any
admission made in pursuance of such notice is to be
deemed to be made only for the purposes of the partic
ular cause, matter, or issue, and not as an admission to
be used against the party on any other occasion or in
favour of any person other than the party giving the
notice : provided also, that the court or a judge may at
any time allow any party to amend or withdraw any
admission so made on such terms as may be just. ' ' 2
The Massachusetts statute is as follows :
' ' In any action at law or suit in equity a party by
written notice filed in the clerk 's office and served by copy
on the other party or his attorney, not less than ten days
before the trial of the action or suit, may call upon the
other party to admit, for the purposes of the case only,
any material fact or facts or the execution of any mate
rial paper or document which he intends to use at the
trial. The court may delay the trial until such notice
is answered and on motion before trial may strike out of ·
such notice or any answer filed in response thereto any
matter which is irrelevant, immaterial or improperly in
cluded therein. If no answer is filed in the clerk 's office
within ten days after the filing therein of said notice or
within such further time as the court may on motion
allow, the truth of the fact or facts or the execution of
th� paper .or document shall, for the purposes of the case,
be held to be admitted. Suc11 notice, in so · far as· it
2 Annual

Prac. (1932) order 32, rule 4.
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relates to a material fact or document, and any answer
filed in response thereto shall, if offered by the party
who filed such notice, be admitted in evidence. If the
party upon whom such notice is served refuses to admit
any fact or the execution of any paper or document men
tioned in the notice, the reasonable expense of proving
such fact or the execution of such paper or document, as
determined after summary hearing by the justice pre
siding at the trial, shall, unless the justice certifies that
the refusal to admit was reasonable, be paid by said
party to the other party and the amount thereof shall be
added to the taxable costs of the party in whose favor
such amount is awarded or deducted from the amount of
any judgment. or decree against him. ' ' 8
The new Michigan Court Rules make the following
provision for admission of facts :
' ' Any party, by notice in writing, given not later than
ten days before the trial, may call on any other party to
admit, for the purposes of the cause, matter or issue
only, any specific fact or facts mentioned in such notice.
In case of refusal or. neglect · to admit the same within
four days afte!i service of such notice, or within such
further time as may be allowed by the court or a judge,
the expenses incurred in proving such fact or facts, in
cluding a reasonable counsel fee for the time and attention devoted thereto, must be ascertained at the trial
and paid by the party so neglecting or refusing, what
eve� the result of the cause, matter or issue may be,
unless at the trial or hearing, the court or a judge certify
that the refusal to admit was reasonable, or unless the
court or a judge, at any time, shall order or direct other
wise. Any admission made in pursuance of such notice
is to be deemed to be made only for the purposes of the
particular cause, matter or issue, and not as an admis
sion to be use� against the party on any other occasion
or .in favor of any person other than the party giving
a

Mass. Clim. Stats. (1927) ch, 231, see. 69.

·
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the notice. The court or a judge, at any time, may allow
any party to amend or withdraw any admission so made
on such terms as may be just. " 4
The New York Civil Practice Act provides that :
' ' Any party, by notice in writing, given not later than
ten days before the trial, may call on any other party
to admit, for the purposes of the cause, matter or issue
only, any specific fact or facts mentioned in such notice.
In case of refusal or neglect to admit the same within
six days after service of such notice, or within such fur
ther time as may be allowed by the court or a judge, the
expenses incurred in proving such fact or facts must be
ascertained at the trial and paid by the party so neglect
ing or refusing, whatever the result of the cause, matter
or issue may be, unless at the trial or hearing the court
or a judge certify that the refusal to admit was reason
able, or unless the court or a judge, at any time, shall
order or direct otherwise. Any admission made in pur
suance of such notice is to be deemed to be made only
for the purposes of the particular cause, matter or issue,
and not as an admission to be used against the party on
any other occasion or in favor of any person other than
the party giving the notice. The court or a judge, at
any time, may allow any party to amend or withdraw any
admission so made on such terms as may be just. ' ' 6
The New Jersey statute is as follows :
' ' Any party may call upon any other party, by written
notice, to admit (but only for the purposes of the cause) ,
the existence, due execution, signing o r mailing of any
document ; and to admit .any other specific facts relevant
to the issue mentioned in the notice. In case of refusal
or neglect to make such admission within such time as
may be fixed by rules or special order, the reasonable
expense of proving the same (to be taxed by the court)
shall be paid by the party so notified, whatever the result
4 Mieh. Court Rules (1931> rule 42, sec. 2.
I New York Civil Practice Aet, sec. 323.
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of the trial may be, unless the trial judge shall certify
that the neglect or refusal was reasonable. But the court
may allow any party to amend or withdraw such admission on terms. ' ' 8
The Wisconsin statute is as follows :
' 'Any party to an action may, by notice in writing de
livered not later than ten days before the trial, call upon
any other party within five days after receiving the
notice, to admit or deny under oath, or to state under
oath what the fact is, according to the best of his knowl
edge, information and belief with regard to, or to state
under oath that he has no knowledge or information suf
ficient to form a belief with regard to : (a) The existence,
due execution, correctness, validity, signing, sending or
receiving of any document, or, (b) The correctness of
any specific fact or facts material in the action and stated
in the notice.
' ' Such admission if made shall be taken as conclusive
evidence against the party making it, but only for that
particular action and in favor of the party giving the
notice ; it shall not be used against him in any other
action or proceeding or on any other occasion, and shall
not be received in evidence in any other action or trial.
"If the party receiving such notice fails to comply
therewith within the time specified, the facts therein
stated shall be taken to be admitted.
' ' In case of refusal to make such admission, the rea
sonable expense of proving any fact or document men
tioned in the notice shall be paid by the party so notified
in any event, unless the court is satisfied the refusal was
reasonable·.
' ' The court may allow the party making any such
admission to withdraw or amend it upon such terms as
may be just, and may, for good cause shown, relieve a
party from the consequences of a default. ' ' 7
·

·

8

N. J. Laws (1912) ch. 231, sec. 18.

7 Wis.

Stat. ( 1927) ch. 327, sec. 22; see proposed amendments in Re·
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The notice to admit facts is required to be served at
least nine days before the day set for trial in England,
and at least ten days in Massachusetts, New York and
Wisconsin. The New Jersey statute does not specify
the time within which the notice must be served. The
usual rule is that the notice may be served informally by
counsel upon opposing counsel. Recently the Massa
chusetts Supreme Court has required that notices to
admit be served by an officer of the court.8 This ruling
has proved decidedly unpopular with the bar, for as the
Massachusetts Judicial Council has said, '.' This inter
pretation reverses the practice of thirteen years and ap
pears to require the unusual method of notifying the
attorney of the other side by an officer. The new inter
pretation of the statute has caused much confusion and
uncertainty and involves the additional expense of serv
ice in making use of a statute which was intended to
. reduce expense. ' ' 9
One of the most troublesome points in the actual use
of the procedure concerns the type of fact which is the
proper subject of a request to admit. Is it intended that
a party may call upon his adversary to admit detailed
· items of evidence, about which there is room for argu
ment and doubt, or is it intended that notices to admit
shall include only items which are either true or false 1
The different jurisdictions exhibit a variety of practice
in this regard.
The following excerpt from the opinion of Kekewick,
J., indicates that the problem has been encountered in
England and that no definite rule has been reached :
' ' If parties insist as they generally do, on asking their
opponents to admit facts, dates and events about which
there is room for doubt or argument, of course the enport of Advisory Committee on Rules to the Supreme Court (1930)
item 19.
s Boston Morris Plan Co. v. Barrett (1930) 272 Mass. 487, 172 N. E.
603.
9 Sixth Report (1931) p. 14;
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deavor to obtain admissions breaks down ; but if the
demand is limited to facts not really in dispute1 that is,
which can be admitted cleanly, or subject to some sim
ple qualifications, I find that it 'is generally acceded to
•

•

• " 10

The New York court has criticized the practice of
covering the whole field of evidence under notices to
admit : " In the present case we have what probably is
to date the most comprehensive notice and demand made
under section 323� This notice covers 115 folios, and
contains 226 separately numbered paragraphs. It ap
parently covers to a great extent the field of the defend
ant 's proof. To allow all these demands would be call
ing upon the plaintiff to prove his adversary 's case, to
disprove his own, and at the same time to payt all the
expense. Some of the demands, if allowed, would call
upon plaintiff to go to trouble and expense to acquire
the knowledge to admit facts that are peculiarly within
the knowledge of the defendant itself ; some call for what,
insofar as the papers before me show, is purely opinion
evidence, or evidence that would be inadmissible at the
trial. Others of the demands call for what, for want of
a better term, we shall call half a fact, which standing
alone, might have to the court or jury an entirely differ
ent meaning than if the whole fact were presented. ' ' 11
Some Wisconsin lawyers are using the device in ex
actly the same fashion which the New York court has
criticized. They call upon their opponents to admit
practically every item of evidence. Several cases were
found in which as many as one hundred specific admis
sions had been requested. The chief use of admission
procedure in such a form is as a tactical weapon, rather
than as a means of eliminating undisputed items of proof.
Thus far, however, the Wisconsin courts have not con
demned the practice.
10 Clarke v. Clarke (1899) 34 W. N. 130, 131.
11 Koppel Industrial Car & Equipment Co. v.

195 N. Y. S. 24.

Portalis & Co. (1922)
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'
The following two forms indicate the practice which
is contemplated in England and in Massachusetts. The
model English form is as follows :
" Take notice that the plaintiff ( or defendant) in this cause
requires the defendant (or plaintiff) to admit, for the pur
poses of this cause only, the several facts respectively here
under specified ; and the defendant (or plaintiff) is hereby re
quired, within six days from the service of this notice, to · ad
mit the said several facts, saving all just exceptions to the
admissibility of such facts as evidence in this cause.
Dated, &c.
G. H., solicitor ( or agent) for the plaintiff (or defendant) .
To E. F., solicitor ( or agent) for the defendant ( or plaintiff) .
The facts, the admission of which is required, are1. That John Smith died on the 1st of January, 1890.
2. That he died intestate.
3. That James Smith was his only lawful son.
4. That Julius Smith died on the 1st of April, 1896.
5. That Julius Smith never was married. ' ' 11

The following excerpt from the record of a Massa
chusetts case indicates the form of the statement of the
facts of which an admission is requested :
" (1 ) That on June 23, 1930, the defendant was the owner
of a motor vehicle bearing Massachusetts Motor Vehicle Registration No . . . . . . . .
(2) That on June 23, 1930, a certain motor vehicle bearing
Mass. Motor Vehicle Registration No . . . . . . . . was registered
in the name of the defendant.
(3) That on June 23, 1930, a motor vehicle bearing Massa
chusetts Motor Vehicle Registration No . . . . . . . . stood in the
name of the defendant.
( 4) That on June 23, 1930, J. L. D.-was in the employ of
the defendant.
(5) That on June 23, 1930, at about 4 :30 P. M. a motor
vehicle bearing Massachusetts Motor Vehicle Registration
No . . . . . . . . was being operated by J. L. D.
(6) That on June 23, 1930, at about 4 :30 P. M. a motor
vehicle bearing Massachusetts Motor Vehicle Registration
11 Annual Prae. (1930) Appendix B, form 12.

'
No . . . . . . . . was operated by an employee of the defendant in
the course of his employment. ' ' 18

The statutes provide that the party who is served with
a notice to admit facts must either admit or refuse to
admit them within a certain time after the notice is
served. The time requirement varies : in England and
New York it is six days ; in Massachusetts, ten days ; and
in Wisconsin and New Jersey, five days. Orily Wis
consin requires that the admission be made under oath.
The form of admission which is used in England is as
follows :
" The defendant (or plaintiff) in this cause only, hereby
admits the several facts respectively hereunder specified, sub
ject to the qualifications or limitations, if any, hereunder speci
fied, saving all just exceptions to the admissibility of such
facts, or any of them, as evidence in this cause.
' ' Provided that this admission is made for the purposes (If
this action only, .and is not an admission to be used ag�t
the defendant ( or plaintiff) on any other occasion, or by any
one other than the plaintiff (or defendant, or party requiring
the admission) .
Delivered, &c.
" E . F., solicitor ( or agent ) for the defendant (or plaintiff ) .
" To G. H., solicitor (or agent) for the plaintiff (or defend
ant) . "
Qualifications o r Limitations,
if Any, Subject to Which
They Are Admitted

Facts Admitted

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

That John Smith died on
the 1st of January, 1870.
That he died intestate.
That James Smith was his
lawful son.
That Julius Smith died.
That Juli� Smith never
was married.

1.
2.
3.
4.

But not that he was his
only lawful son.
But '"llot that he died on
the 1st of April, 1896.

5.

18 Su1folk Superior Court Record No.

249952.
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England, New York and New Jersey provide that
where the adverse party neither admits nor refuses to
admit within the prescribed time, such action shall consti
tute a refusal to admit. Massachusetts and Wisconsin,
on the contrary, provide that a failure to either admit
or deny shall be treated as an admission. Thus a fail
ure to admit is more drastically penalized than a refusal
to admit.
The statutes uniformly provide that the reasonable
cost of proving a fact, an admission of which is unjustly
refused, shall be taxed against the party making the
refusal, regardless of the outcome of the trial. The trial
judge is supposed to decide summarily ( 1 ) whether the
refusal to admit was reasonable and justifiable, and ( 2 )
what cost shall b e allowed.
The question has arisen in England and in New York
)
as to whether a party may apply to the trial court for
��lief when he thinks he has been served with an im
'
, · ' proper notice to admit. The English practice is indi'
, cated by the following excerpt from an opinion by Field,
J. : " I cannot strike out proceedings, unless there is ex
press power to do so. There is a specific power given
by the Rules to strike out interrogatories and pleadings ;
there is no power given to strike out a notice such as
this. On the contrary a remedy is provided by the rule,
which makes such an application unnecessary ; namely,
that the notice can be left unanswered. If the refusal to
admit is reasonable, the party so refusing will suffer
nothing from the notice having been served upon him. ' ' 14
It has been held in New York that the only appropriate
and allowable motions in connection with demands to
admit are : ( 1 ) for an extension of time ; ( 2 ) for per
mission to amend or withdraw an admission. 16 There
was an indication at first that applications to strike no'

'

14 Crawford v. Chorley (1883) 18 W. N. 198.
16 Colonial Knitting Mills, Inc. v. Hosiery
.

N. Y. S. 854.

Mfrs. Corp. (1923) 199
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tices -to admit might be entertained. 16 Later, however,
this position was expressly repudiated, on the ground
that it would cast too great a buMen on the trial judges,
and on the further ground that a party has sufficient
protection if he waits until the trial and presents the
facts in support of his contention that the refusal to ad
mit was reasonable. 17
Under the English practice it is possible for the party
to add certain limitations and qualifications to the ad
missions which he makes. The -Supreme Court of New
York County, on the contrary, has held that a qualified
admission is no admission and may be treated as a re
fusal to admit.18 The Wisconsin statute gives the party
the right to admit, deny, or " state what the fact is. "
This innovation has not proved satisfactory. Sometimes
a party is served with a notice to admit facts which cover
practically all of the evidence of the case. He, in turn,
instead of admitting or denying, takes advantage of his
right to ' ' state what the fact is ' ' and seeks to evade in
a mass of word!il. The fact that the answer must be un
der oath encourages such a practice. The result is that
the answer is even more voluminous than the a:lready
lengthy notice to admit. 19
Lawyers in New York, Wisconsin and Massachusetts
say that the procedure is not used by the bar as a whole
but thai some lawyers have found it very helpful. The
following are typical instances of effective and legitimate
use which various lawyers say they have made of the
device : (1) in a case involving a shipment by express,
16 Koppel Industrial Car & Equipment Co. v. Portalis & Co. (1922)
195 N. Y. S. 24.
17 Banca Nazionale di Credito v. Equitable Trust Co. ( 1927) 224 N.
Y. S. 611.
18 Corr v. Hoffman (1927) 220 N. Y. S. 65.
_ 19 The Advisory Committee on Rules to the Supreme Court has rec
ommended that the two features which have caused this trouble be
eliminated, namely, the allowance that the party state what the fact
is, and the requirement that he make his answer under oath. Report
(1930), item 19. Of. Bulletin . XIV of the American Judicature Society,
p. 153.
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to prove that certain routine inspections were made at.
each stop between Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and Rochester,
New York ; ( 2 ) to prove a municipal ordinance ; ( 3) to
prove that a certain highway on which an accident had
occurred was a public highway ; (4) to prove the owner
ship of a certain automobile ; ( 5 ) to prove an employer
employee relationship. A member of the Wisconsm
bar has related still another effective type of use in
an address before the Board of Circuit Judges of Wis
consin in 1927 : ' 'Almost immediately after its publica
tion, I saw a very effective use of this statute. An action
had been brought on a contract in which the defendant
had agreed to indemnify the plaintiff against failure of
title to certain lands covered by a mortgage sold to the
plaintiff. The mortgagor had made an entry under the
homestead laws ; but had died before the time when he
would have been entitled to a patent. It was alleged in
the complaint that his sole heir was a minor son. It was
alleged in the answer that his heirs were a brother and
a sister, that a patent had subsequently been issued to
the heirs and that these heirs were ready to confirm the
lien of the mortgage. That a minor could not do. The
plaintiff had been endeavoring to locate the former wife
of the mortgagor ; and finally succeeded in doing so in
one of the Pacific states. The defendant 's attorneys
were immediately so advised and called upon to admit the
fact and told that the demand was made with the inten
tion of asking the imposition on the defendant of the
entire expense of proving the fact if the demand were not
complied with. Within forty-eight hours, they replied
stating that they were ready to sign a . stipulation as to
the fact. This left in the case no substantial issue ex
cept that of damages ; and an agreement on the subject
of damages was arrived at and the case was disposed of
without trial. If it weTe not for the fact that this
remedy was thus open; the plaintiff would have been
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compelled to employ counsel, to instruct them, to have
them communicate with the witness and to prepare for
the taking of the deposition, to issue a notice and to for
ward instructions to the officer before whom the deposi
tion was to be taken and, in addition, to pay the fees of
the officer and of the witness. Under this statute, the
plaintiff whether successful in the action or not, would
have been entitled to an order allowing to him the entire
expense, including a reasonable allowance for the serv
ices of his attorneys and their corresponding counsel. ' ' 110
NOTICE TO ADMIT EXECUTION OR GENUINENESS OF
DocuMENTS
England,111 and some twenty of the United States 118
have statutes or rules allowing a party to call upon his
adversary for an admission of the execution or the gen
uineness of writings. This differs from the notice to
admit facts only to the extent that documents, and not
facts generally, are the subject of the admission.
The following statutory provisions in England, New
York and Michigan, respectively, are representative of
those in the various jurisdictions. The English provi
sion is :
" Either party may call upon the other party to admit
any document,• saving all just exceptions ; and in case of
10 Hardgrove, Reduction of Trial Issues Under Wisconsin Practice,
Proceedings of the Wisconsin Board of Circuit Judges (1927) 35, 47. In
this address Mr. Hardgrove pointed out a number of othE!r possible
uses for the procedure.
Ill Annual Prae. (1930) Order 32.
II Conn. Gen. Stat. (1918) see. 5776, Rules Under the .Practice Act,
rule 9, see. 233; Fla. Comp. Gen. Laws Ann. (1927) see. 4554; Kans.
Rev. Stat. Ann. ( 1923), eh. 60, art. 2840; Me. Rev. Stat. (1930) eh. 92,
see. 122; Mass. Ge:q.. Laws (1921), eh. 231, see. 69; Mich. Court Rules
(1931) rule 42; Mo. Rev. Stat. (1919) see. 1379 ; Neb. Comp. Stat. (1922)
see. 8901; N. J. Comp. Stat. (1910) p. 2097; N. Mex. Ann. Stat. (1915)
see. 4218; New York Civ. Prae. Act, see. 322 ; N. C. Cons. Stat.
(1919) see. 1825; N. D. Comp. Laws Ann. (1913), see. 7860; Ohio Gen.
Code ( Throckmorton, 1926) see. 11550; S. C. Code (1922), see. 691; S. D.
Rev. Code (1919) see. 2711; U. S. Equity Rule 58; Utah Comp. Laws
(1917), see. 7178; Wis. Stat. (1927) eh. 327, see. 22 ; Wyo. Comp. Stat.
Ann. ( 1920) see. 5854.
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refusal or neglect to admit, after such notice, the costs
of proving any such document shall he paid by the party
so neglecting or refusing, whatever the result of the
cause or matter may be, unless at the trial or hearing
the court or a judge shall certify that the refusal to
admit was reasonable ; and no costs of proving any
document shall be allowed unless such notice be given,
except where the omission to give the notice is, in the
opinion of the taxing officer, a saving of expense. ' '
The New York provision is :
" The attorney for a party, at any time before the
trial, may exhibit to the attorney for the adverse party,
a paper material to the action and request a written
admission of its genuineness. If the admission is not
given within four days after the request, and the paper
is proved or admitted on the trial, the expenses incurred
by the party exhibiting it in order to prove its genuine
ness must be ascertained at the trial and paid by the
party refusing the admission, whatever the result of the
cause, matter or issue may be ; unless it appears to the
satisfaction of the court that there was a good reason
for the refusal. ' '
The Michigan provision is :
' ' Either party may exhibit to the other or to his attor
ney at any time before the trial, any paper material to
the action, and request an admission in writing of its
. genuineness. If the adverse party or his attorney fail
to give the admission within four days after the re
quest, and the delivery to him of a copy thereof, if such
copy be · required, and if the party exhibiting the paper
be afterward required to prove its genuineness, and the
same be finally proved or admitted on the trial, thtl ex
pense of proving the same, including a reasonable coun
sel fee for the time and attention devoted thereto, to be
ascertained and summarily taxed at the trial, shall be
paid by the party refusing the admission, unless it shall
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appear to the satisfaction of the court that there were
good reasons for the refusal, and an attachment or exe
cution may be granted to enforce payment of such ex
pense. ' '
The party who desires admissions, or his attorney,
should exhibit to his adversary or his attorney the paper
or document and request a written admission of its gen
uineness. In case of unjust refusal or neglect to so ad
mit the costs of proof fall on the party so refusing or
neglecting.
The following form is provided for admission of docu
ments in England : 88

NoTICE TO ADMIT DocuMENTS
In the High Court of Justice
Division
,

Between

A. B.,

Plaintiff
and

C. D., E. F., and G. H., Defendants.
Take notice that the plaintiff ( or defendant ) in this cause
proposes to adduce in evidence the several documents here
under specified, and that the same may be inspected by the
defendant ( or plaintiff) , his solicitor or agent, at . . . . . . . . ,
on . . . . . . . . , between the hours of . . . . . . . . ; and the defendant ( or plaintiff) is hereby required, within forty-eight hours
from the last mentioned hours, to admit that s�ch of the said
documents as are specified to be originals were respectively
written, signed, or executed, as they purport respectively to
have been ; that such as are specified as copies are true copies ;
and such documents as are stated to have been served, sent, or
delivered, were so served, sent, or delivered respectively ; saving
all just exceptions to the admissibility of all such documents
as evidence in this cause.
Dated &c.

(Signed)

G. H., solicitor ( or agent) for plaintiff ( or defendant )
To E. F., solicitor ( or agent) for defendant ( or plaintiff) .
88

See

Annual Prac. ( 1930) Appendix B, form 11.
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( Here describe the documents, the manner of doing which may
be as follows :)

ORIGINALS

Dates

Description of Documents
Deed of covenant between

A. B. and C. D.

first part and E. F. second part.
Indenture of lease from

January 1, 19-

A. B. to C. D.
A. B. and

February 1, 19-

Indenture of release between

February 2, 19-

C. D. first part, &c.

March 1, 19-

Letter-defendant to plaintiff.
Policy of insurance on goods by ship ' ' Isa
bella " on voyage from Oporto to London

December

3, 19-

Memorandum of agreement between C. D.,
captain of said ship, and E. F.

January 1, 19-

Bill of exchange for £100 at three months
drawn by

A. B . on and accepted by C. D.,

endor8ed by E. F . and G. H.

May 1, 19-

COPIES

Description of Documents

Register of baptism of

Dates

Original or Duplicate
Served, Sent or Deliv
ered When, How and
by Whom

A. B.

in parish of X

Jan. 1
Sent by general post,

Letter-plaintiff to defendant
Notice to produce papers

Feb. 1

February 2, 19-

Mar. 1

Served Mar. 2, 19- on
defendant 's attorney
by E. F. of

Record of a judgment of the Trinity
Court of Queen 's Bench, Term, lOth
in an action F.

S. v. F. N.

Viet.

Letters patent of King
Charles II in the Rolls Jan. 1,
Chapel ·

1680

